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What brings us here today & thank you!

Introduction



Setting the Fundraising Stage 

& Building a Foundation 



BRIGHT SPOTS

➢Donations under $250 UP 6% 

➢CARES ACT Incentives:

a. non-itemizers allowed to take an above-
the-line deduction for charitable 
contributions of $300 per person

b. individuals that itemize can deduct a full 
100% (corporations 25%)

2020 Giving Data & Trends



➢Through September 2020, Fidelity Charitable 
gran volume increased 30% over the same 
time period in 2019.   Additionally, 90% of 
donors say they will give to most or all of the 
organizations they normally support. 

➢Blackbaud Institute found that 25% of donors 
plan to increase their donations, while 54% 
plan to maintain their giving levels.

2020 Giving Data & Trends



➢Across all nonprofit sectors, there has been a 
36% increase in online giving in 2020 in 
comparison to 2019.

➢Possible lower overhead, donations directly 
benefit programs

➢40% of development leaders anticipate a 
double-digit drop in fundraising*

2020 Giving Data & Trends



What is fundraising?

➢Thoughtful vs. Impulsive

➢ Investment vs. Gift

➢Values vs. Duty 

➢Relationships vs. General asks



Key Criteria To Consider

➢Who gives to your organization? 

Assess your donors – profile 

➢Why do they give? 

➢What are their priorities?

➢How do they view the organization?

ACTION: Survey Your Donors!          



Donor Survey
Potential Survey Questions for your Supporters:

➢ What brought you to this organization? How are you involved? 

➢ What positive changes have you witnessed at the organization?

➢ What are some of the strengths/challenges of the organization?

➢ How would you rate the Leadership? And staff of the organization?

➢ Are there other projects that you would like the organization to prioritize?

➢ How would you prefer to be contacted (mail, email, phone)?

Your questions can be more specific to: a special project, COVID response, etc.



➢Staff

➢Leadership Relations

➢Annual Fund

➢Major Gifts

➢Corporate and Foundation gifts

➢Planned Gifts

➢Prospect Research

➢Software

➢Gift policies and procedures

➢Volunteers

➢Donor Relations

Development Office Checklist



Development Assessment

Point Range Your Score

0-10 ______ A sound plan for the future

0-5 ______ A prospect development plan and research system

0-5 ______ An efficient recordkeeping system

0-10 ______ Competent staff with adequate time and training

0-10 ______ A written statement of case, needs, and goals

0-10 ______ A history of gift support

0-5 ______ An informed constituency

0-15 ______ An involved, contributing board of trustees

0-15 ______ Qualified potential lead-gift contributors

0-15 ______ Capable volunteer leadership

Total ______ Highest possible score is 100

A score below 75 might indicate that the organization’s fundraising efforts are  to be modified and should work on each of the elements 

with a low score, but don't be discouraged because the planning study tells the truth.



Fundraising Best Practices

… even in a crisis 



Lifecycle of a Donor



Fundraising Best Practices
Communication is Critical

Action Step

➢ Create talking points for your staff and board to ensure everyone is on the 

same page. 

➢ Segment your donors by their preferred communication method, whether 

by phone or email, to maximize outreach.  

➢ And, finally, stay consistent and also positive when spreading the news –

time-sensitive messaging and relevant stories are most important!



Fundraising Best Practices
Care and Feeding of Relationships

Action Step

➢ Donor retention is an important factor in fundraising – if not 

the most important.

➢ Be transparent about your challenges and the future ahead

➢ Stay focused on how donors can make a tangible impact



Say thanks and show concern

Action Step

➢ For the Leadership staff, consider starting the first 10 minutes 

of your day by calling two supporters.  It could be a sponsor, 

donor, foundation or maybe even a fellow nonprofit leader.  

➢ For the Board, send a hand written thank you note to one 

donor each quarter.  

Fundraising Best Practices



Fundraising Best Practices

Be Nimble and open to new ideas … but keep it in line with 

your mission!

Action Step

➢ Take a pulse check at the end of each week and don’t be 

afraid to lean on a few trusted supporters or Board members 

to access your efforts.  

➢ Are we still serving our mission? Are our fundraising efforts in 

line with our core values?  If not, what do we need to change?



Thank You!
Jennifer@wolcotthillgroup.com

This presentation was prepared by 

the Wolcott Hill Group and is not for distribution.


